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Motivation

● NLP is a large field with various tasks, each with various different metrics
○ Machine Translation (BLEU, RUSE)

○ Image Captioning (SPICE, LEIC)

○ Summarization (ROUGE, s3
best)

○ Question Answering (F1 Score)

○ Generation (Perplexity)

● One can look at some metrics that can be used over multiple tasks

● Many evaluation tasks require to find optimal sentence similarity
○ They have a reference sentence. They check if the system generated sentence is similar to 

the previous one. If yes, then a higher score is given

○ Prevalent across various tasks: MT, Image Captioning, Summarization, QA etc
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BLEU
Papineni, Kishore, et al. "Bleu: a method for automatic evaluation of machine translation." Proceedings of the 40th annual meeting of 

the Association for Computational Linguistics. 2002.
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Any guesses on the number of citations of BLEU?



BLEU

● Number of citations as of today: 18006

● Compute the n grams and calculate the precision

● Reference Sentence: I ate three Hazelnuts
○ Candidate 1: three three three three

○ Exact Precision would give this high score.

○ Update: Each n-gram can be match at most once.

○ Candidate 2: I ate

○ The updated metric still would give this a high score

○ Update: Add a brevity penalty

● the number of exact matches is accumulated for all reference-candidate pairs 

in the corpus and divided by the total number of n-grams in all candidate 

sentences

5Referenced from BERTScore Related Work Section and this medium article 

https://towardsdatascience.com/bleu-bilingual-evaluation-understudy-2b4eab9bcfd1


ROUGE
Lin, Chin-Yew. "Rouge: A package for automatic evaluation of summaries." Text summarization branches out. 2004.
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ROUGE

● A recall based metric that measures the degree of lexical overlap between 

system output and a set of reference summaries.

● Has multiple variants
○ ROUGE-N: computes similarity of N grams

○ ROUGE-L: measures the longest common subsequence between the output and reference 

○ ROUGE-S: uses skip grams. e.g. reference: “the fox”, candidate: “the brown fox”
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METEOR
Banerjee, S., & Lavie, A. (2005, June). METEOR: An automatic metric for MT evaluation with improved correlation with human 

judgments. In Proceedings of the acl workshop on intrinsic and extrinsic evaluation measures for machine translation and/or 

summarization (pp. 65–72).
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METEOR

● Computes unigram precision, recall and FMean(H.M. between P and 9R).

● Can also match word stems, synonyms and paraphrases. E.g. run and 

running.

● Would require a stemmer, synonym lexicon and paraphrase table. Limits the 

number of languages on which it can be used.

● Puts a penalty if word order not followed, using concept of chunks.

● Chunk: group of adjacent unigrams in the system translation that are mapped 

to adjacent unigrams in the reference translation. 

● Score = (1-Penalty)*Fmean
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Towards Contextualized Embeddings

● Reference Sentence: people like foreign cars
○ Candidate 1: people like visiting foreign countries

○ Candidate 2: consumers prefer imported vehicles

○ Ngram metrics give higher score to first sentence rather than the second

● BLEU will only mildly penalize swapping of cause and effect clauses (e.g. A 

because B instead of B because A)

● Solution: use contextualized embeddings which can capture semantic 

similarity
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MoverScore
Zhao, Wei, et al. "MoverScore: Text Generation Evaluating with Contextualized Embeddings and Earth Mover Distance." Proceedings of the 2019 

Conference on Empirical Methods in Natural Language Processing (EMNLP). 2019.
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Introduction

● Uses Word Mover Distance to calculate similarity

● Let x,y be a sequence of n grams

● Embedding of a n-gram is the weighted (idf) sum over its word embeddings 

● Let d be a euclidean distance between embeddings of two n-grams

● Let C be the transportation cost matrix such that

● Let                   be the associated weights of the sequence of n grams
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〈C,F〉denotes the sum of all matrix entries of the matrix C ๏ F where ๏ denotes 

element wise multiplication. Use linear programming to get WMD (cubic time)



How does the embedding of a token come from Model

● In models like BERT, each layer has a representation of the token given. 

● Now the question comes is that how do we choose which representation to 

give to our metric.

● It has been shown that intermediate layers have better representation.

● In BERTScore, they fix a layer and experiment to see which layer is the best

● In MoverScore, they use an aggregation map to combine the representations

● They use power means as it is a generalization of pooling

● Let  zi,l be the representation of the ith word given by the lth layer. Let p be a 

number, including infinity
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Dimensions of MoverScore

● Granularity
○ What should be the value of n? Experiments conducted with unigram, bigram and sentence 

level

● Embedding Choice
○ Experiment with word2vec, ELMo and BERT

● Fine Tuning 
○ The fine tune the model on tasks so that they can get better embeddings. Use 2 NLI datasets, 

MultiNLI and QANLI and Paraphrase dataset QQP (Quora Question Pair)

● Tasks
○ Report the efficacy of the metric on Machine Translation, Summarization , Image Captioning 

and Dialogue Response Generation
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Results- Machine Translation

● Word Mover that use BERT fine tuned on MNLI beats all other metrics.

● It even beats RUSE which is a supervised metric.

● Sentence Mover is not helping. Squeezing the whole sentence in one 

embedding, and no mapping of words within the sentence as well 15



Results- Summarization

● Responsiveness: Overall content and linguistic quality
● Pyramid Score: how many important semantic content units in reference 

summary is covered by system summary
● Lexical metric ROUGE perform competitively in this task as compared to 

other tasks
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Results- Image Captioning

● Use the COCO dataset. Systems get M1 and M2 scores for overall quality 

● Word Mover beats all other baselines except the supervised metric LEIC, 

which uses more information by considering both images and text.
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Results- Dialogue Response Generation

● Informativeness: how much information does the response give

● Naturalness: how likely is the response from a human

● Quality: How fluent and grammatically correct is the response 

● No metric gives a moderately good correlation with human judgement

● Speculate that contextualizers bad at representing named entities. 18



BERTScore
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Approach

● A

● B

● Use contextualized embeddings to represent the token 

○ Contrast to word embeddings, contextual embeddings, such as BERT can generate different vector 

representations for the same word in different sentences depending on the surrounding words

● Compute matching using Cosine Similarity

○ For reference token       and candidate token        the cosine similarity is

○ They use pre normalized vectors so that denominator need not be computed

● Use greedy matching to maximize matching similarity score
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● It has been found out that rare words are more indicative for sentence 

similarity rather than common words

● BERTScore uses inverse document frequency to incorporate importance 

weighting, calculated over the test corpus
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● The paper found that the observed values of the metric is coming in a limited 

range, thus making it less readable.

● To overcome this, rescale the score with respect to its empirical lower bound 

b, calculated over the common crawl dataset for each embedding model

● Randomly pair 2 sentences from the corpus, compute BERTScore between 

them. 

● Because of the random pairing and the corpus diversity, each pair has very 

low lexical and semantic overlapping (BLEU score is around 0).

● This gives a minimum value of BERTScore for sentences that are not related

● b is calculated by taking the average over 1M such pairs.
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Results- Machine Translation

● Mainly Evaluated on WMT18 metric evaluation dataset
○ contains predictions of 149 translation systems across 14 language pairs, gold references, and 

two types of human judgment scores.

○ Segment-level human judgments assign a score to each reference-candidate pair. System-

level human judgments associate each system with a single score based on all pairs in the 

test set.

● Use absolute pearson and kendall rank correlation to evaluate metric quality
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Pearson Correlation Kendall Correlation

Source: Wikpedia Source: Wikpedia
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Hybrid Systems

● Also experiment with hybrid systems, where they do random sampling for 

choosing candidate sentence for each reference sentence. 

● This allows system level experiments with higher number of systems.

● Human judgements for each hybrid system are created by averaging segment 

level human judgements for the corresponding sentences in sampled data.

27
Pearson Correlation with system level human judgements



Robustness Analysis

● Use adversarial paraphrase classification to test robustness

● Use the Quora Question Pair (QQP) corpus and Paraphrase Adversaries 

from Word Scrambling (PAWS) dataset

● Positive examples in QQP contain real duplicate questions whereas negative 

ones are related but different questions

● Sentence pairs in PAWS are generated through word swapping. E.g. ‘Flight 

from NY to Florida’ and ‘Flight from Florida to NY’ make one pair and a good 

model should be able to differentiate between the two.
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Results
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Reviews of BERTScore
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Pros

● Use contextualized Embeddings [Rohit, Shivangi, Shreya]
● Supports variety of languages (104) [Rohit, Shivangi]
● Token weighting handled through idf [Rohit, Shivangi, Aditya, Vishal]
● Generalized to multiple NL tasks [Rohit, Shivangi]
● High correlation with human metrics [Rohit, Rocktim, Harman, Vishal]
● It is a ‘soft’ measure (wrt BLEU) [Rohit]

○ Not ‘soft’ wrt MoverScore

● Can fine tune the embeddings to specific domains to make the metric adaptive 
[Shivangi]

● Extensive experimentation [Daman, Rocktim, Shreya]
● highlights the weaknesses of the current metrics using examples [Daman]
● Fully Differentiable [Rocktim, Harman]
● Compute baseline scores used for rescaling [Vishal]
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Cons

● More expensive to compute as compared to BLEU [Rohit, Rocktim]
○ Harman Disagrees

● Not optimized for one task [Shivangi]
● Problems of the corpus trained on can make embeddings bad [Shivangi, Shreya]
● Authors do not explain which one of the metrics (P,R,F1,idf) is better and why [Shivangi, Daman, 

Rocktim]
● Would be good to have experiments on different tasks [Daman]
● Can same embedding model be used for all tasks? [Rocktim]
● Correlation with Human Judgement may not always mean a better score [Harman]
● Curse of dimensionality due to use of cosine similarity [Aditya]
● Not used to evaluate generation [Aditya]

○ What should be the reference sentence here to evaluate on. Another metric perplexity is used.

● Same token can be matched to multiple tokens which might not be good [Vishal]
● Might not work in specialized domains [Vishal]

○ Would have to fine tune the model on a corpus

● Problems with standardization due to hardware dependent outputs of BERT [Vishal]
● Datasets used by the authors have less sequence length [Vishal]
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Extensions

● Extend with EMD [Rohit]
○ MoverScore uses this

● Extend it to vision domain [Shivangi, Harman]

● More experimentation [Daman]

● Unified Metric [Daman]

● How would this metric be fooled [Daman]
○ Biases in the embeddings can be a weak point for this metric

● Humans can also do mistakes. Works to analyse these [Harman]

● Need to see how BERTScore can be used with loss function [Harman]
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BERTScore vs MoverScore
A Comparison
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Interesting Times

● MoverScore cites BERTScore
○ “BERTScore (precision/recall) can be represented as a Mover Distance〈C, F〉where C is a 

transportation cost matrix based on BERT and F is a uniform transportation flow matrix”

● Interestingly, BERTScore also cites MoverScore
○ “They propose various improvements compared to our use of contextualized embeddings. We 

study these improvements and show that integrating them into BERTSCORE makes it 

equivalent or better than the mover distance based approach”
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What MoverScore talks about BERTScore

● MoverScore can represent BERTScore (precision/recall)

● MoverScore allows to have one to many alignment of words

36

● It also compares the values of BERTScore in their experiments 

● BERTScore has hard alignments. MoverScore has soft alignments



MoverScore Ablation

● Use the representation of the 9th layer only in the experiments and not do 

aggregation.

● HMD: Hard Mover Distance 

● WMD outperforms precision and recall. F1 is competitive.
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What does BERTScore talk about MoverScore

● Does a more comprehensive ablation study on the different components of 

MoverScore
○ [PMeans]: The aggregation technique

○ [MNLI]: The dataset it was fine tuned on

○ [IDF-L]: For reference sentences, instead of computing the idf scores on the 560 sentences in 

the segment-level data ([IDF-S]), compute the idf scores on the 3,005 sentences in the 

system-level data

○ [SEP]: For candidate sentences, recompute the idf scores on candidate sentences.

○ [RM]: Exclude punctuation marks and all sub word tokens, except the first one, from matching

● Find that PMeans and MNLI fine tuning help the most.
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Not clear that WMD is 

better than greedy 

matching or not



Thank you
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Any Questions?


